
Lindsay Downtown BIA 

Feedback & Additional Recommendations 

The gain of spaces as a result of downtown reconstruction 

is possible, but will be confirmed upon completion, and 

our overall inventory updated at that time.  

 

Question regarding Growth Forecast: 

How will the impacts of Covid-19 affect these                   

projections? The housing market appears to be greatly 

impacted by the population of urban areas relocating to 

more rural areas such as ours, at an increased rate due to 

remote work options. Will there be studies being                

conducted that will be able to give a more accurate view 

of the future growth for our area? 



The LDBIA agrees with this forecast of spaces that will be needed as 

our population increases, and with some of the suggestions that follow 

in later slides that will gain the 221 spaces that are required. We do 

believe however, that increased traffic to our area will necessitate 

these changes being implemented sooner rather than later.  

 

We understand that 400m is a generalized maximum distance in stud-

ies of consumer behaviour, that people will reasonably walk to their 

destination, in theory. However, local demographics and conditioned 

behaviour make this 400m distance extremely unlikely in practice—it 

is, for example, the distance between the Academy Theatre and the 

Town Hall building at 180 Kent Street. Unless visitors are planning to 

leisurely stroll the downtown intentionally, almost anyone is unlikely 

to walk this distance for a quick errand.  

 

The LDBIA is in support of all wayfinding strategies and signage that 

can be implemented, and would welcome the opportunity to be in-

volved in the implementation. We believe this are positive ways to 

improve our parking model that can be accomplished in as ’quick wins’ 

in the near future. With the Downtown Reconstruction in it’s third of 

four years, we believe this would be an excellent way to add to the 

aesthetic of the newly reconstructed downtown, and would like to see 

some of these strategies implemented as soon as possible.  

Thank you to the IBI Group and the CKL Parking Task Force for recognizing the benefits of our Community Liaison position and recommending this for other 

communities, and supporting the continuation of this position. We are also in support of deputized private property owners where appropriate.  

 

We do however have concerns with the funding recommendation—we believe this will create a feeling of enforcement and ticketing simply for a revenue 

‘cash grab’, and this is not the type of environment we would like for our downtown. Our current model of funding is subsidized by the City at $30,000 

annually, with the balance made up from the tax levy imposed on our property owners. As this is still a cost-savings to the City (vs being patrolled by 

MLEO), as well as simple accounting and reporting for all departments, our recommendation would be to have the current model of funding continue as is. 

 

The increase in parking fines seems to be in extreme, and we would not be in support of an increase, especially one of this margin, at this time. The           

impacts of Downtown Reconstruction and Covid-19 will be felt in our area for a long time, and we believe the next few years are essential for building 

goodwill and a positive visitor environment, for the benefit of our businesses. We do not believe a parking fine increase is the way to accomplish this. 

 

All of the other recommendations appear to be directed to the internal operations of the City, and we have no input on those items. We do appreciate the 

recommendation that any cash-in-lieu exemptions be made with regard to the impact on our parking system as a whole.  



We appreciate the work that went in to these recommendations and 

suggestions to gain the additional 221 required spaces that our down-

town will need in the future. Some of these suggestions are simpler 

than others—(Victoria Avenue, for example, would need to lose the 

median to accomplish angle parking in this area), and public-private 

partnerships can be difficult to coordinate, especially in some of the 

areas identified. However, we’re in support of any studies that look 

into the feasibility of these recommendations and would like to be 

involved with those if they arise. We would also like to note that all of 

these suggestions are for locations at the far west of downtown. Could 

similar recommendations for the east end be developed as well? 

Demand Resdistribution—we would be in support of this, especially 

where permits are concerned, to make parking in lots further from the 

downtown core attractive for employees of downtown, leaving heavily 

utilized lots accessible for visitors.  

 

Parking Lots—we would recommend to keep the free off-street park-

ing as is (4 hours) for the time being, as an act of goodwill, as this 

mainly targets employees of our businesses who will be feeling the 

impacts of reconstruction and Covid-19 for the near future.  

 

We are in support of any technology upgrades for enforcement. 

 

Thank you to the IBI Group, and CKL Task Force for their hard work in developing this study and presentation. We were 

pleased with many of the recommendations overall, and their efforts to consult our organization and the general public. 

Our position has always been in support of free parking in our downtown, and we appreciate that the recommendation of 

the implementation of a paid parking model is not being immediately suggested. We would welcome the opportunity to 

work with City Staff on an ongoing basis moving forward to implement many of these recommendations, as our goal has 

always been to create a vibrant, thriving downtown. The effects of Downtown Reconstruction and Covid-19 on our busi-

nesses will no doubt be felt for a long time, but we’re optimistic that our downtown will be a prime destination in the          

Kawarthas in the near future. We appreciate the opportunity to provide you with our feedback and own recommendations.   
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